
Walgrove Elementary - Start at the place where digital announcements are

made, do some jumping jacks (1 for each year of your age) and start walking!

3473 Redwood (Madjid/Cramer family) - Take the Balance beam with your

choice of moves: walking forwards or backwards, hopping on one foot, or with

spins along the way. Then follow with a rock/stump hop, ending with a strong

finish of either mountain pose (feet together hands in the air above your head)

or tree pose (with one foot on inside of other knee and hands touching above

your head) while yelling out “Walgrove!”. Here you will get your first reward!

2000 Glencoe (McFadyen family) - Look for the monarchs and use your jumping

skills to try to tap each one. When you have completed your task, grab a reward

and use it to decorate your "cap". Note: you may hear barking dogs at this stop,

but they will be inside wishing they could join in the fun. 

1234 Palms (Jackson family) - Follow the instructions to jump, walk and run, then

cross the street safely to 1221! (but don't forget your reward). 

1221 Palms (Barto Family) - Grab a hoop, get your hula on, and do a little

dance. More fun to come down Palms Blvd, keep MOVE-ing!

1140 Palms (Reimers Family) - Look for the chalk course and make your way to

your next reward. Cross the street safely to get to the next stop.

1133 Palms (Bartoli Family) - Follow the sun and pinwheels along the obstacle

course to find the prize. Almost done! 

Mitchells Little Market (1915 Penmar) - Show Mr. Woo your decorated reward,

showing you completed the hunt, and you will get your final treat!

Neighborhood Stops
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WEMOVES! Scavenger Walk
June 2-4, 3-6 pm

June 5, 10 am - 5 pm
wearewalgrove.com/wemoves

https://www.wearewalgrove.com/wemoves/


Follow all LA County COVID-19 guidelines 

Wear comfy clothes for walking, moving and grooving! 

Please take only 1 prize per stop. Parents: please help to enforce so

we have enough for everyone. 

The final stop closes around 6:30 pm on weekdays so please plan

accordingly since you'll need 45 min - 1 hour to complete the full hunt.

You will need to wear a face covering in the market and follow any

capacity limits (say hi and thank you to Mr. Woo!)

Tips and Tricks
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4.

Route Map: 8 stops in all, click link to follow on Google maps

WEMOVES! Scavenger Walk
June 2-4, 3-6 pm

June 5, 10 am - 5 pm

https://goo.gl/maps/CNChHQ6nwu3Fpp168

